MyCRO Band. fits like it was made just for me.

Treat plagiocephaly and brachycephaly with the new MyCRO Band.
A unique band created to match the exact shape of your baby’s head.
If you’re concerned about the shape of your baby’s head or have received a diagnosis for plagiocephaly or brachycephaly, you can take comfort in knowing the experts at Ottobock have created a cranial remodeling solution that leaves nothing to chance. From the initial fitting to the final results, it’s clear the MyCRO Band is not only different from traditional, bulky helmets but provides numerous advantages for both your baby and you.
We begin with an advanced scanning program that produces an exact, digital profile of your baby’s head. This critical data is then used in our 3D printing and engineering process to create a one-of-a-kind MyCRO Band that fits the unique contours of your child’s head just right. No rubbing. No chaffing. No grinding out bits to find a better fit.

From day one, your baby’s MyCRO Band provides constant, gentle guidance with little-to-no adjustment required.

Crafted specifically for your baby.
The slimmer, lighter, open-air design of the MyCRO Band makes it cooler and less cumbersome. So much so that your baby may not even notice they’re wearing it. From play time and naptime to snuggling and breastfeeding, the MyCRO Band continually improves the contours of your baby’s head without ever getting in the way. Everything you and baby enjoy doing can still be done together – with little time needed for them to get used to it.
Easier to maintain with fewer adjustments.

A typical CRO device requires frequent clinician visits and adjustments as your baby’s head grows. But the innovative MySize Closure System™ of the MyCRO Band intuitively adapts to continuously prompt proper growth, which may result in fewer clinic visits. The removable lining can also be washed in simple soap and water, promoting proper hygiene, healthier skin and – best of all – no undesirable “sweaty helmet” smell.
Sooner is better than later.

Research shows the earlier you begin treatment the more likely you are to get the results you want. Just a few months of wearing a MyCRO Band can reshape your baby’s future. So, why wait?

Most health insurance companies may provide partial coverage. MyCRO Band therapy, and our network of specialists offers you outstanding care.
About Ottobock.

For more than 100 years, Ottobock has been developing innovative products that improve the lives of patients around the world. As a global leader in medical technology, our single-minded determination to redefine what’s possible in prosthetics and orthotics has earned us a reputation for excellence.
Questions? Need help?
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Clinic Contact:

US: shop.ottobock.us | P 800 328 4058 | F 800 962 2549
CA: shop.ottobock.ca | P 800 665 3327 | F 800 463 3659